Description

Nowadays the voting on forums is confusing in educational or e-democracy scenarios, since it's not easy to understand why a voting of 1 makes just 0.40, or a voting of 5 make 1.60, etc. as it may happen nowadays, since voting on forums seems to be linked to karma or score system.

There should be an option to unlink them, so that a vote of 1 makes 1, and an option of 5 makes 5 to be included in the mean which is shown at the end on the rate value.
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I would prefer that users get points simply for adding comments to the forum (e.g. in the score admin window I could enter a value in 'users post to forum'. Give users 1 point for each comment.

As per Tiki23 there is still a "ranking" system but it is really unclear to what it refer. "Post point" and "Topic rank".
It is quite killing the feature as, as explain, it is very confusing to understand to what this vote is for.

As they may be many application (was it useful, how much you like it, rank the information, etc... not to mention for education or training) there should be a way to customise labels:
Rank or Score title (what this is ranking)
The available options (1 Very useful, ...., 5 Not useful at all)
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